Automatic
parking space
bar guard

UNIPARK
Today reserving your
parking space is possible

The UNIPARK automatic bar is an
innovative idea that can be applied
in residential and industrial settings.
It is easy-to-use and practical,
and ensures that your parking
space is always free.

UNIPARK
UNIPARK allows
you to always
park without
wasting time

It is ideal for all those situations that require private
or staff parking spaces to be safeguarded. UNIPARK
also makes it possible to raise and lower the bar by
simply using the transmitter.

The electronics

Aesthetics and Efficiency. For
improved management of the reserved parking space, UNIPARK is also
available with an extra-length bar.

The 24V technology employed in
UNIPARK makes for a totally safe
and reliable automation system,
which also means:
> Automatic pairing of radio
code from transmitter to receiver

Total safety. Movement stop
in case of obstruction detection
provides maximum safety while
in use.

> Input connector for system
extension cards. Up to 4 UNIPARKs can be connected to
the same control panel

The models
UNIP
Irreversibile 24V D.C. gearmotor
with fixing base
ARK1
SMALL barrier

UNIPARK features a base to affix the
automation device to the ground in any
applicative condition.

ARK2
LARGE barrier

Dimensions:
350

920

450

Standard system:
490
990

800

Control panel
Radio receiver

Reception antenna

552

490

Technical features:
Type
Degree of protection
Control board power supply

UNIPARK
IP54
230V A.C.

(50/60 Hz)

Motor power supply

24V D.C.

Absorbed input

1,7A max

Max power
Operation intermittence
Manoeuvre speed
Operating temperature

UNIPARK “small”
automation device

20W

Radio receiver

Intensive use
10s

UNIPARK “large”
automation device

-20°C ÷ +55°C
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> Amperometric device detects obstacles and manages
the endstops

